Polarization-independent light emission enhancement of ZnO/Ag nanograting via surface plasmon polariton excitation and cavity resonance.
In this study, we observed that the photoluminescence (PL) intensity of ZnO/Ag nanogratings was significantly enhanced compared with that of a planar counterpart under illumination of both transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE)-mode light. In the TM mode, angle-resolved reflectance spectra exhibited dispersive dips, indicating cavity resonance as well as grating-coupled surface plasmon polariton (SPP) excitation. In the TE mode, cavity resonance only was allowed, and broad dips appeared in the reflectance spectra. Strong optical field confinement in the ZnO layers, with the help of SPP and cavity modes, facilitated polarization-insensitive PL enhancement. Optical simulation results were in good agreement with the experimental results, supporting the suggested scenario.